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Abstract

Let A be a given compact subset of the euclidean space. We con-
sider the problem of finding a compact connected set S of minimal 1-
dimensional Hausdorff measure, among all compact connected sets con-
taining A. We prove that when A is a finite set any minimizer is a finite
tree with straight edges, thus recovery the classical Steiner Problem. Anal-
ogously, in the case when A is countable, we prove that every minimizer
is a (possibly) countable union of straight segments.

Introduction

Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be a given set of points in RN . A natural task which
arises in many optimization problems is that of finding a connected graph with
minimal length whose vertices are the given points. If we are not allowed to
add other vertices to the graph, the solution is called minimal spanning tree.
Finding such a solution is a purely combinatorial problem. One can ambient
the problem in the complete tree (i.e. the tree containing all possible edges
with vertices in A) with weights on the arcs given by the distance between the
corresponding vertices. Then, one is requested to find a connected subgraph of
the given weighted graph, which contains all the vertices and which has minimal
length. It is clear that such a subgraph cannot contain loops (otherwise one can
decrease the length by removing an arc in the loop) and hence it is actually
a tree with n vertices and n − 1 arcs. It is not difficult to find an efficient
algorithm to solve the minimal spanning tree problem (see [4, Section 2.4]). In
this problem the geometry of the ambient space RN has little relevance to the
solution of the problem.

The problem becomes much more difficult if one has the possibility to add
new vertices to the given set of points. This variant of the problem is called
Steiner problem. In other words the Steiner problem is that of finding a con-
nected graph with minimal length among all graphs whose set of vertices con-
tains the given set of points. The additional vertices are called Steiner points. It
is easy to find examples where the addition of Steiner points is convenient. The
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simplest case can be found in the Fermat problem, which is the Steiner problem
stated for three points: A = {a, b, c}. In this case one can prove that unless the
triangle abc has an angle which is greater than 120 degrees, it is convenient to
add a Steiner point (called Fermat point) inside the triangle. By a variational
argument it is easy to show that the Fermat point is characterized by having
equal angles of 120 degrees between the three arcs joining the vertices of the
triangle.

Since there is no a priori upper-bound on the number of vertices we can
add, we are now faced with a problem in which an infinite number of graphs
with different topologies should be considered. Moreover the position of Steiner
points should be determined and hence it is an additional unknown to the prob-
lem. Fortunately also in this case it is possible to make an a priori estimate
on the number of vertices of the minimizer. So the problem reduces to a finite
dimensional problem and existence of solutions can be achieved. can be found
in [4]. Notice, that such an existence result is not at all trivial, if approached
from the graph theoretic setting. In fact the space of all finite graphs is dense
in the space of all rectificable one-dimensional sets, hence one is requested to
prove that a minimizing sequence converges to a finite graph.

Following these considerations one is naturally lead to state the Steiner prob-
lem in the more general framework given by Geometric Measure Theory. In-
stead of considering only finite graphs, we consider the family of all compact,
connected sets S containing a given compact set A. The length will be the
1-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The interest in this more general formulation
is given by the recent development in the study of irrigation and urban planning
problems which has originated from [3]. In particular in [5] the Steiner problem
comes into play in this more general formulation.

The existence of minimizers, in this setting, is straighforward (Theorem 1.1).
In [2] the existence result is proved in the general setting of metric spaces, using
the results of [1]. In this paper (which originates from the Degree Thesis of the
second author) we show that when A ⊆ RN is finite, the minimizers are finite
trees (Theorem 1.2). Thus we recover the equivalence with the original Steiner
problem. As a consequence minimizers enjoy all the well known properties of
minimal Steiner trees. We also show that when A is countable the minimizers
are countable trees (Theorem 1.6). This last result turns out to be much more
difficult to prove, and needs some refined topological arguments.

In the last section we consider a more general problem, where we do not
require S to contain A but we only require S ∪ A (together with S) to be
connected. This allows one to consider sets A ⊆ RN which can possibly have
positive Lebesgue measure, without forcing S to have infinite length. This
setting was recently considered in [2] where some existence result are given in
the more general case of metric spaces. In Theorem 2.1 we prove that in the
case when A has a finite number of connected components, then the minimizer
are, again, finite graphs with straight edges.
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1 The general setting of the Steiner problem

Let A be a compact subset of RN . We denote with

S(A) := {S ⊆ RN : S is compact, connected and S ⊇ A}
M(A) := {S ∈ S(A) : H1(S) ≤ H1(S′),∀S′ ∈ S(A)}.

Theorem 1.1 (existence of minimizers). Let A be any compact subset of RN .
Then M(A) is not empty.

Proof. Let
` = inf

S∈S(A)
H1(S)

and let R > 0 be such that A ⊆ BR(0). If ` = +∞ then we have, trivially,
BR(0) ∈ M(A). Suppose ` < +∞, and take any sequence Sk ∈ S(A) such that
H1(Sk)→ `. Up to a subsequence we might suppose that H1(Sk) ≤ 2` for all k.
Moreover since every Sk is connected, and contains at least one point of BR(0),
we deduce that Sk ⊆ BR+2`(0) for all k. Hence by the compactness Theorem
of compact subsets of BR+2` we know that up to a subsequence Sk → S in the
Hausdorff metric. It is easy to check that also S ∈ S(A). By Go la̧b Theorem
we find that

H1(S) ≤ lim inf
k

H1(Sk) = `

and hence S ∈M(A).

We introduce some notation. If γ : [a, b]→ Rn is a curve, we define:

[γ] := γ([a, b]), (γ) := γ((a, b)), [γ) := γ([a, b)), (γ] := γ((a, b]),

∂γ := {γ(a), γ(b)}.

If x, y ∈ RN we define the close and open segments with end-points in x and y:

[x, y] := {tx+ (1− t)y : t ∈ [0, 1]}, (x, y) := {tx+ (1− t)y : t ∈ (0, 1)}.

Theorem 1.2 (Steiner tree over a finite set). Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be a subset
of RN and let S ∈M(A).

Then there exists m and points xi, yi ∈ RN for i = 1, . . . ,m such that

S =
m⋃
i=1

[xi, yi]

where the segments [xi, yi] can only meet on their vertices, i.e. [xi, yi]∩(xj , yj) =
∅ for all i 6= j.

Proof. First of all notice that H1(S) < +∞, in fact if we consider

S̃ :=
n⋃
i=1

[0, ai]
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we notice that S̃ ∈ S(A) and H1(S) ≤ H1(S̃) < +∞.
Since H1(S) < +∞ by [1] we know that given any two distinct points x, y ∈

S there exists a lipschitz continuous injective curve γ : [0, 1] → S such that
γ(0) = x, γ(1) = y.

For j = 2, . . . , n consider the lipschitz continuous injective curves ηj : [0, 1]→
S such that ηj(0) = aj , ηj(1) = a1 and define

S1 := {a1},

Sj :=
j⋃
i=2

[ηi], j = 2, . . . , n.

Clearly Sn ∈ S(A) and by construction we have Sn ⊆ S. Now we claim
that Sn = S. In fact suppose by contradiction that there exists x ∈ S \ Sn.
Since Sn is compact, for some r > 0 we would have S \ Sn ⊇ S ∩ Br(x). But
H1(S ∩ Br(x)) ≥ r since S is connected. Finally, recalling that Sn ⊆ S, we
would find H1(S) −H1(Sn) ≥ H1(S \ Sn) ≥ r > 0 which is a contradiction to
the minimality of S.

Hence Sn = S. But in most cases the curves ηj will have many points in
common. First of all we consider the points

tj := min{t ∈ [0, 1] : ηj(t) ∈ Sj−1}, j = 2, . . . , n

and consider the restricted curves η̃j = ηj |[0,tj ]. Again we have that Sj =
Sj−1 ∪ [η̃j ] hence S = Sn =

⋃
[η̃j ]. Now the curves η̃j satisfy the property

(η̃j) ∩ [η̃i] = ∅ only when j > i since in general the point ηj(tj) can be an
internal point of some curve ηi with i < j.

To get the result stated in the theorem we need to break each curve η̃j in
many parts. First of all if tj = 0 we completely discard the curve η̃j . Otherwise
we consider the restrictions of the curve η̃j to the intervals [0, s1], [s1, s2], . . . ,
[sk, tj ], where s1, . . . , sk are the points where the curve (η̃j) possibly meets the
end points ηi(ti) for some i > j. In this way we obtain the curves γ1, . . . , γm
with the property that S =

⋃
[γj ] and [γi] ∩ (γj) = ∅ for all i 6= j.

At this point we only need to prove that every curve γj is a straight segment.
Consider any one of the curves γj , and let xj and yj be its end-points. Define

S′ := (S \ (γj)) ∪ [xj , yj ].

Since the open curve (γj) does not intersect any other curve of S, it is easy to
verify that S′ is compact and connected, hence S′ ∈ S(A). Since S ∈M(A), we
have

H1(S) ≤ H1(S′) = H1(S)−H1([γj ]) + H1([xj , yj ])

hence H1([γj ]) = H1([xj , yj ]) = |yj − xj |. But the segment is the only curve
with this propery, so we conclude that [γj ] = [xj , yj ].

Lemma 1.3. Let X be a compact connected metric space with H1(X) < +∞.
Then X is pathwise connected and locally pathwise connected.
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Proof. For the first claim (X pathwise connected) see [1]. To prove that X is
locally pathwise connected it is enough to prove that it is locally connected,
since then we apply the first claim locally.

Let x0 ∈ X and ρ > 0 be given. We want to prove that there exists a
connected neighbourhood of x0 contained in Bρ(x0). Consider Xρ := X ∩
B2ρ(x0) and let Xi with i ∈ I be the connected components of Xρ. Recall
that every connected component Xj is closed in Xρ and hence it is compact.
Let X0 be the connected component containing x0. And consider the family
Xj with j ∈ J of such connected components Xj which intersect the smaller
ball Bρ(x0). Every Xj is compact and does not contain x0 so it has positive
distance from x0. If J is finite there would exist a minimal distance ε > 0
such that X ∩ Bε(x0) = X0 ∩ Bε(x0) and hence X0 would be a connected
neighbourhood of x0. On the other hand suppose that J is infinite. So we have
infinitely many disjoint connected sets Xj such that Xj 3 yj with yj ∈ Bρ(x0).
We also claim that every Xj has a point in ∂B2ρ(x0). Otherwise we would
conclude that Xj ⊆ B2ρ(x0) which means that Xj is also open in X. And this
is a contradiction with the connectedness of X. So for every j ∈ J we find
points yj , zj ∈ Xj such that d(xj , zj) ≥ ρ and hence H1(Xj) ≥ ρ. Since J is
infinite we would conclude that H1(X) = +∞ which is in contradiction with
the hypothesys.

Definition 1.4. Let S ∈ S(A). We say that S is indecomposable, if S \ A is
connected.

Theorem 1.5. Let A be a compact and countable subset of RN . If S ∈M(A),
H1(S) < +∞, and S is indecomposable, then

S \A0 =
⋃
i∈N

[xi, yi]

where A0 ⊆ A, xi, yi ∈ S satisfy xi 6= yi and [xi, yi] ∩ (xj , yj) = ∅ for all i 6= j,
i, j ∈ N and (xi, yi) ∩A = ∅ for all i ∈ N.

Proof. Step 1. We prove that S is the union of injective curves γi such that
(γi) ∩ [γj ] = ∅ for all j < i.

Let A = {ai : i ∈ N} with ai 6= aj for i 6= j and choose x0 ∈ S \ A. Since
H1(S) < +∞ there exist lipschitz continuous injective curves ηj : [0, 1] → S
such that ηj(0) = aj , ηj(1) = x0 for all j = 1, 2, . . .. We define

Sj :=
j⋃
i=1

[ηi]

and

t̄1 := 1,
t̄j := min{t ∈ [0, 1] : ηj(t) ∈ Sj−1}, i = 2, 3, . . .
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Then we consider the restrictions γj := ηj |[0,t̄j ] and notice that Sj = Sj−1 ∪ [γj ]
while (γi)∩ [γj ] = ∅ if j < i. In fact every curve [γi] can possibly meet the union
Si of the curves [γj ] with j < i only in its right extremal point γi(t̄i).

Let
S′ :=

⋃
j∈N

[γj ] =
⋃
j∈N

Sj .

By construction S′ is bounded, connected and contains A. We will prove that
it is also closed. Consider any sequence xk ∈ S′ such that xk → x̄. We have to
prove that x̄ ∈ S′. If there exists some j such that [γj ] contains xk for infinitely
many indices k, then we have x̄ ∈ [γj ] ⊆ S′, and we are done. Otherwise we may
assume that there exists a subsequence xki such that xki ∈ [γji ] for i = 1, 2, . . .
where ji is a strictly increasing sequence of indices. Now notice that

+∞∑
i=1

H1([γji ]) = H1

(
+∞⋃
i=1

[γji ]

)
≤ H1(S) < +∞

therefore H1([γji ])→ 0 as i→∞.
By construction, for all i one has γji(0) ∈ A and since |xki − γji(0)| ≤

H1([γji ]) → 0 and xki → x̄, one notices that γji(0) → x̄ as i → ∞. Since A is
closed, it follows that x̄ ∈ A ⊆ S′. Hence we have proven that S′ is closed, and
hence compact.

Now we are going to prove by contradiction that S′ = S. Otherwise since
S′ ⊆ S and S′ is compact, there would exist x ∈ S \ S′ and r > 0 such that
S ∩Br(x) ⊆ S \ S′. Thus we would have

H1(S)−H1(S′) = H1(S \ S′) ≥ H1(S ∩Br(x)) ≥ r > 0

and this is a contradiction to the minimality of S. This concludes Step 1.
Step 2. We prove that S contains no loop. We claim that there exists no

continuous curve γ : [0, 1]→ S such that γ(0) = γ(1) which is injective on [0, 1).
Suppose by contradiction that such a curve γ exists and consider the set

B :=
⋃
j∈N

∂γj .

Notice that B ⊇ A since γj(0) = aj .
Since B is countable, while (γ) is not, there exists a point x ∈ (γ) \ B.

We claim also that x 6∈ B. On the contrary, there would exist a sequence of
points xk → x with xk ∈ ∂γjk with jk → ∞. Reasoning as in the previous
step, we notice that |xk − γjk(0)| → 0 and since γjk(0) ∈ A we would conclude
x ∈ A ⊆ B, which is a contradiction. So there exists a whole neighbourhood U
of x such that U ∩ B = ∅ and in particular there would exist i ∈ N, t0 ∈ (0, 1)
and ε > 0 such that γi(t0) = x while γi(t) 6∈ B for all t ∈ Iε := [t0 − ε, t0 + ε].
Let η be the restriction of the curve γi to the interval [t0 − ε, t0 + ε]. Since the
small curve η does not meet any curve [γj ] with j 6= i, and since η(t0) ∈ [γ], we
conclude that [η] ⊆ [γ]. Then we define

S′ := S \ (η).
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Clearly S′ ⊇ A, we claim that S′ is also compact. In fact if xk is a sequence
of points in S′, up to a subsequence we might suppose that xk → x ∈ S. We
only have to prove that x 6∈ (η). Notice that xk ∈ [γjk ] for some jk 6= i. If
there exists some j ∈ N such that jk = j for infinitely many values of k ∈ N we
conclude that x ∈ [γj ] ⊆ S′. Otherwise we could find a subsequence of jk (not
relabeled) such that jk →∞. Since |xjk − γjk(0)| ≤ H1([γjk ])→ 0 we conclude
that γjk(0)→ x and hence x ∈ B ⊆ S′.

So we have proven that S′ is compact. Moreover S′ is pathwise connected.
In fact notice that the two end-points ∂η are connected in S′ through a path in
the loop [γ]. So every curve in S joining points of S′, can be eventually modified
by means of γ so that it does not pass through [η].

Hence we get a contradiction to the minimality of S because H1(S) =
H1(S′) + H1([η]) and H1([η]) > 0.

Step 3. We prove that for all i ∈ N one has A ∩ (γi] = ∅. On the contrary
there would exist a point a ∈ A ∩ (γi] for some index i. By hypothesys the
set S \ A is connected. Since H1(S) < +∞ by Lemma 1.3 the set S is locally
pathwise connected. So S \A is connected and locally pathwise connected hence
it is pathwise connected. Let t ∈ (0, t̄i] be such that γi(t) = a and let s ∈ (0, t)
be such that x := γi(s) 6∈ A. Since S \ A is pathwise connected we can find an
injective curve γ : [0, 1] → S \ A such that γ(0) = γi(s) and γ(1) = x0. Recall
that x0 was choosen in Step 1, so that x0 6∈ A and x0 ∈ Sj for all j. We
also know that Si−1 is connected so we can find a curve in Si−1 joining γi(t̄i)
with x0. Joining such a curve with γi we are able to find an injective curve
η : [0, 1]→ S such that η(0) = γi(s), η(1/2) = a and η(1) = x0. Notice that we
have η(0) = γ(0) and η(1) = γ(1). Next we consider

s1 := max{t ∈ [0, 1/2] : η(t) ∈ [γ]}
s2 := min{t ∈ [1/2, 1] : η(t) ∈ [γ]}

and notice that s1 < 1/2 < s2 so the curve η restricted to the interval [s1, s2]
concatenated with the curve γ between the points η(s1) and η(s2), gives a non-
trivial injective loop in S. And this is a contradiction to what we proved in
Step 2.

Step 4. We claim that t̄i > 0 for all i ∈ N. We know that t̄1 = 1 so
consider any i > 1. Recall that γi(t̄i) ∈ Si−1. In particular there exists j < i
such that γi(t̄i) ∈ [γj ]. Now if we suppose by contradiction that t̄i = 0 we
have γi(t̄i) = γi(0) = ai ∈ A and hence [γj ] ∩ A ⊇ {ai}. By Step 3, the only
possibility is that γj(0) = ai which means that ai = aj with i 6= j which is in
contradiction with the definition of the points ai given in Step 1.

Step 5. We split every curve [γi] into pieces which do not contain points of
B in the interior. Let i be a fixed index and consider the curve [γi]. Consider
also the set

T = {t ∈ (0, t̄i) : γi(t) ∈ B}
(recall that B was defined in Step 2). We claim that [0, t̄i] \ T has, at most, a
countable number of connected components. If T is finite the claim is trivial.
Otherwise let tk be any sequence of points in T , and suppose that tk → t for
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some t ∈ [0, t̄i]. We have γi(tk) ∈ ∂γjk for some sequence jk → ∞. Hence,
reasoning as we did before, γi(tk) → γi(t) ∈ A. But we have just proved that
(γi] ∩ A = ∅, hence we conclude that necessarily t = 0. So T has 0 as the only
accumulation point in [0, t̄i]. This means that the sequence of points tk can be
sorted in decreasing order, i.e. we might and shall suppose that

t0 := t̄i > t1 > t2 > . . . > tj > . . . > 0.

In particular the set (0, t̄i]\T has a countable number of connected components.
Let mi ∈ N ∪ {+∞} be the number of connected components of [0, t̄i] \ T .

We replace the curve γi into mi pieces γki = γi|[tk+1,tk] such that

(γi] ⊆
mi⋃
k=0

[γki ] ⊆ [γi].

The family of curves {γki : i ∈ N, k = 0, . . . ,mi} is a countable family of
curves which we could enumerate with a single index as in {αj : j ∈ N} where
αj = γki for some i and k depending on j. The curves αj have the property that
[αj ] ∩ (αi) = ∅ for all i 6= j and there exists a set A0 ⊆ A such that

S \A0 =
⋃
j∈N

[αj ].

Step 6. For all j ∈ N the set (αj) is relatively open in S. Suppose by
contradiction that there exists a sequence of points xk ∈ S \ (αj) such that
xk → x and x ∈ (αj). If there are infinitely many indices k such that xk ∈ A0,
we would have x ∈ A0 ⊆ A, and hence x 6∈ (αj). So we might (and shall)
suppose that xk ∈

⋃
i[αi], and hence there exists ik ∈ N such that xk ∈ [αik ] for

all k.
Again we notice that ik cannot be bounded, otherwise there would exist

a value i such that xk ∈ [αi] for infinitely many values of k. In such a case
we would find x ∈ [αi] contrary to the condition [αi] ∩ (αj) = ∅. Up to a
subsequence, we might assume that ik →∞ is strictly increasing. So reasoning
as we did before, we find that |αik(0)−xk| ≤ H1([αik ])→ 0. Since ∂αj ⊆ B for
every j, and B is closed, we conclude that x ∈ B. But this is a contradiction,
since by construction (αj) ∩B = ∅.

Step 7. The curves αj are straight segments. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that
there exists j ∈ I such that [αj ] 6= [xj , yj ]. Then H1([xj , yj ]) < H1([αj ]). Let
xj , yj be the two end-points of αj , and define

S̃ := A0 ∪
⋃

i∈I\{j}

[αi] ∪ [xj , yj ] = (S \ (αj)) ∪ [xj , yj ].

Now we need to prove that S̃ ∈ S(A). First of all notice that S̃ is compact,
because (αj) is relatively open in S.

Then let us prove that S̃ is pathwise connected. Let x, y be two points of
S̃. Suppose by simplicity that x, y ∈ S \ (αj) (the other cases being similar).
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Since S is pathwise connected we can find a curve γ joining x with y. If this
curve is contained in S \ (αj) then it is contained in S̃. Otherwise we claim that
the first and last points of intersection with [αj ] are xj and yj . In fact suppose
that x ∈ [αj ] is the limit of points xj ∈ S \ [αj ]. If there is a subsequence which
lies entirely in one curve [αi] then the limit point is in [αi] ∩ [αj ] ⊆ {xj , yj}.
Otherwise the sequence spans infinitely many different curves αi. In this case
the limit point is either a point of A or a point of A0 (as we already proved
before). In both cases it cannot be a point of (αj). So the part of curve γ which
crosses (αj) is bounded by the two extremal points xj , yj and can be replaced
by the segment [xj , yj ]. Thus S̃ ∈ S(A).

On the other hand we have

H1(S̃) ≤ H1(S \ (αj)) + H1([xj , yj ])

= H1(S)−H1([αj ]) + H1([xj , yj ])

< H1(S)

contrary to the minimality of S.

Theorem 1.6. Let A ⊆ RN be a countable and compact set. Let S ∈M(A). If
H1(S) < +∞ then there exists A0 ⊆ A such that

S \A0 =
⋃
i∈N

[xi, yi]

where xi, yi ∈ RN are points such that [xi, yi] ∩ (xj , yj) = ∅ for all i 6= j, and
xi 6= yi for all i.

Proof. Let Ci with i ∈ I be the family of connected components of S \ A and
define

Si := Ci

Ai := Si ∩A.

Step 1. We claim that H1(Ci) > 0 for all i ∈ I. Suppose by contradiction
that H1(Ci) = 0 for some i ∈ I. Since Ci is a connected component this would
mean that Ci is a singleton Ci = {x}. Notice that S \ A is locally connected
because S is locally connected by Lemma 1.3, and A is closed. Therefore, every
connected component Ci is relatively open in S \ A. Hence there exists r > 0
such that Br(x) ∩ (S \ A) = Br(x) ∩ S = {x} and since S is connected, this
implies that S = {x} which is a trivial case.

As a consequence we find that I is at most countable, otherwise we would
have

H1(C) ≥
∑
i∈I

H1(Ci) = +∞.

Step 2. We prove that (recall that Si := Ci)

S =
⋃
i∈I

Si.
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Simply notice that S = S \A because A is a countable set and S ⊇ A is closed
and connected. Hence we have

S = S \A =
⋃
i∈I

Ci =
⋃
i∈I

Ci.

Step 3. For all i ∈ I we have Si = Ci∪Ai. First we will prove that Ci∪A is
closed. Take any sequence xk ∈ Ci∪A such that xk → x. Clearly x ∈ S since S
is closed. If, by contradiction, x 6∈ Ci ∪A then x ∈ Cj for some j 6= i. Hence we
would have that every neighbourhood of x contains points of Ci. Hence S \ A
would not be locally connected, because every neighbourhood of x intersects
two different connected components of S \A. This leads to a contradiction.

As a consequence Si = Ci ⊆ Ci ∪ A. And by definition of Ai we find that
Si ⊆ Ci ∪Ai. The reverse inclusion is trivial, so we conclude that Si = Ci ∪Ai.

Step 4. We prove that Si ∈M(Ai). Let S′i ∈ S(Ai) be any competitor to Si
and construct a competitor to S as:

S′ := (S \ Ci) ∪ S′i.

Since S \ A is locally connected, Ci is relatively open in S \ A and also in S.
Hence S′ is compact.

We claim that S′ is pathwise connected. Fix a point x0 ∈ Ai and consider
any point x ∈ S′, we want to find a path connecting x0 to x. We have two
possibilities: either x ∈ S \ Ci or x ∈ S′i. If x ∈ S \ Ci, since S is pathwise
connected we can find a continuous curve γ : [0, 1] → S with γ(0) = x and
γ(1) = x0. Then we restrict the curve to the interval [0, t̄] where

t̄ := min{t ∈ [0, 1] : γ(t) ∈ Ci}.

Clearly γ([0, t̄]) ⊆ S \ Ci and y := γ(t̄) ∈ ∂SCi = Si \ Ci. In the previous Step
we proved that Si \ Ci = Ai, so we have y ∈ Ai. Now y, x0 ∈ Ai ⊆ S′i and
since S′i is pathwise connected we can find a curve joining y to x0 in S′i. Hence
we have found a curve joining x to x0 in S′. This completes the case when
x ∈ S \ Ci. The other case, namely x ∈ S′i is easier, since x, x0 ∈ S′i and S′i is
pathwise connected. This concludes the proof that S′ is connected.

So S′ ∈ S(A) is a competitor to S ∈M(A) therefore H1(S′) ≥ H1(S). As a
consequence, we have

H1(S′i) ≥ H1(S′)−H1(S \ Ci) ≥ H1(S)−H1(S \ Ci) = H1(Ci) = H1(Si).

Since this is true for every S′i ∈ S(Ai) we conclude that Si ∈M(Ai).
Step 5. Conclusion. Applying Theorem 1.5 we know that each component

Si apart from a set Ai0, is a countable union of segments which can only meet
on the end points. Also we know that also the points of Ai do not meet the
interior of the segments. Hence we define

A0 := A \
⋃
i∈I

Si

and notice that S \A0 =
⋃
i Si is an at most countable union of segments which

can only meet on the end points.
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2 An alternative formulation

We could weaken the formulation of the problem to include cases when the
set A to be connected might have full measure. Such a formulation has been
considered in [2].

Let A be a compact subset of Rn. We define

S′(A) := {S ⊆ RN : S is compact and connected, and S ∪A is connected}
M′(A) := {S ∈ S′(A) : H1(S) ≤ H1(S′),∀S′ ∈ S′(A)}.

Theorem 1.1 can be easily adapted to prove existence in this formulation.
Also we have:

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that A is a compact subset of RN with a finite number
of connected components. Then every minimizer S ∈ M′(A) is a finite graph
with straight edges.

Proof. Let A1, . . . , Am be the connected components of A. Clearly a minimizer
S ∈ M′(A), must touch every component Ak otherwise S ∪ A would not be
connected. Choose a point ak ∈ S ∩ Ak for all k = 1, . . . ,m and let A′ =
{a1, . . . , am}. Then it is easy to show that S ∈M(A′). So we conclude applying
Theorem 1.6.
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